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Edge Fix

To extend the life of our Safety-Grip™
we recommend the use of H3502 edge
fix.A small amount on the edge helps
to create an excellent bond. For large
volumes we can offer a pressure pot
dispensing system for rapid application.

140ml tube seals 35 linear metres

Primer

H3506 primer is ideally suited for
sealing porous surfaces (wood, concrete

and stone) or helping to create extra
bond to difficult surfaces.

Easy to apply, simply brush on.

1ltr tin covers 5m²

IPA Cleaner

Cleans dirty or contaminated
surfaces, H3508 cleaner is ideal, it is a

pure alcohol solution.
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Permastripe is the ultimate warehouse and factory line marking system, extremely
durable, instantly applied and available with a custom designed dispenser.

www.permastripe.co.uk for more details
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Your Requirements

Safety-Grip™ has a thick carrier impregnated with

diamond hard aluminium oxide granules.The

material survives down to temperatures as low as

-30°C, our product is made to last!

Available in an extensive range of colours even clear.

Our service also includes colour customising to

your design, all we need is a Pantone or RAL

reference.

Its unique manufacture using static electricity

ensures it is the most effective anti slip surface

available. Photoluminescent

our sales

office or one of our appointed distributors.

All materials are produced to ISO9000:2000

standards to ensure that you receive an effective

material.

Materials can be flexed back on themselves without

cracking, for irregular surfaces use our H3406

conformable.

After application our products require no specific

maintenance, they are resistant to both steam

cleaning and detergents.

Products are coated with the highest strength

adhesive available on the market, the new XC

material has an exceptionally strong coating,

designed to adhere to difficult surfaces. Independent

testing against competitive products indicate that

the adhesive is 3 times as strong as any equivalent

material.

Heskins produces for many of Europe's well known

brands, we pack and label to their specific

requirement, we can offer bespoke roll wrapping,

bagging and boxing, all with your trademark,

delivered direct to your site.

Safety-Grip™ has been

approved by independent laboratories and certified

by industry, for further information call

Photoluminescent Safety-Grip™ is a dual
purpose product, serving as both a non slip
material and offering a marking in the dark,

both plain and striped hazard available

Aqua-Safe™ is an ideal product for showers,
boats and anywhere you want an effective safety
material that is kind to bare feet.Available in a

wide range of colours, shapes and widths

Safety-grip available in any size, shape or colour…

Rolls are formed to your requirements, and produced to specific tolerances to satisfy customer
conditions

The conformable product range is ideal for use on irregular surfaces such as chequer or durbar
plate; it moulds easily onto the surface and remains a permanent anti slip material.Conformable
products are aluminium foil backed and have a high degree of chemical and fire resistance.
Available in a range of colours and sizes

All Heskins products can be produced in any
shape or design. Our state of the art PLC

controlled machinery ensures product
accuracy down to 0.1mm, due to our efficiency

there is often a negligible cost for die cutting

A wide range of non abrasive materials
are available, they have excellent anti
slip properties yet offer a surface that is
mineral and abrasive free


